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Establishing a framework for the workshop
Multimodal
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Insights from three metropolitan areas
What roles are being played by regional planning agencies?


Chicago, Illinois
 Chicago Metropolitan
Agency for Planning
(CMAP)



Portland, Oregon
 Portland Metro
(Metro)



Seattle, Washington
 City of Seattle
Department of
Transportation
(Seattle DOT)
Focus states and cities
Other states included in study
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Conceptualizing technology integration
Multimodal
Planning
Process
• Planning
products
• Public goals
• Links to
decisions
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Planning
Interventions
•
•
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Policy
Regulation
Coordination
Partnerships
Communication
Incentives

Project
Implementation

Evaluation +
Learning
• Securing new
data
• Recalibrating
models
• Identifying best
practices

Thought leadership in Chicago…


CMAP playing an important role in…
 Shaping regional dialogue on shared mobility
 Serving as a thought leader on the topic among
partners

Key Activities
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ON TO 2050 comprehensive regional multimodal plan
 Strategy papers on “Emerging Transportation
Technologies”
 identifies potential roles, barriers, and success factors
for shared mobility services.
Scenario planning envisions potential futures of a regional
system
 Includes innovative transportation technologies in
futures

Thought leadership in Chicago…
“Rather than predictions of what will
happen, they are a set of assumptions
about what could happen, intended to
help inform the planning process…”
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Collaboration in Portland reveals key roles


Metro identifies key roles and responsibilities among
partners

Key Activities
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Address data and policy implications around shared
mobility
 Tighter time horizon in planning to account for rapid
pace of technological change
 Partnerships and pilot projects lead by city and transit
agency
Working with partners to establish data clearinghouse
 Incent private companies to contribute their own data
in exchange for access to government datasets.

Enhancing planning strategy and operations in
Seattle


Seattle DOT leads the way on shared mobility integration
 Innovative planning and coordination efforts

Key Activities
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Established a shared mobility program and New Mobility
Playbook
 Outlines the program’s challenges and opportunities.
 Establishes guidelines for the use of the public right of
way in Seattle.
Coordinating the creation of a data clearinghouse for
sharing travel data among public and private entities

Observations on national trends



Vision that brings shared mobility into regional system.
Coordinate data collection & management to inform planning
 Critical role for private sector data to understand future mobility.



MPOs work with diverse partners to improve communication
and partnerships with shared mobility operators to:
 More effectively regulate new services to meet transportation goals
 Leverage privately-owned data about use of public roads by shared
mobility operators to improve future planning.
 Improve transit service, first/last mile, and overall system performance
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